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								Save time and resources with onscreen takeoff. Dramatically improve the way you estimate and increase your ability to takeoff more projects in less time
	Count symbols manually or automatically by using SureCount’s patented Auto Count feature
	Direct takeoff from SureCount to IntelliBid improves accuracy while saving you valuable time

 
							THE MOST ADVANCED ELECTRICAL ESTIMATING, TAKEOFF, & REPORTING SOFTWARE 
								Largest customizable industry-smart database in any electrical estimating software, with over 135,000 electrical and low-voltage material items and more than 500,000 pre-built code-compliant assemblies
	Create the most accurate and consistent estimates quickly and easily 
	Take the guesswork out of calulating labor with Automatic Labor Factoring
	Available in Standard, Plus, and Pro editions
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								A powerful reporting add-on for IntelliBid that allows users to generate custom reports and dashboards based on  existing data in IntelliBid
	Set up multiple custom dashboards to compare common projects data quickly and efficiently
	Create custom views to keep critical metrics at the forefront.
	Determine estimator workload and availability
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			Industry-Smart.

Easy To Use.

Estimate Any Size Job.

Saves Time.

Estimating, takeoff, and reporting software for electrical, low voltage, datacom, and solar contractors.

Save time and win more bids with the largest modern and customizable database of any electrical estimating software. Use anywhere with CE Cloud.

		

	


	
		
			It All Starts Here.
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			IntelliBid Electrical Estimating Software

For electrical, low voltage, datacom, and solar

At Conest, we understand the unique challenges faced by electrical, low voltage, datacom, and solar contractors. That’s why we designed IntelliBid Electrical Estimating software – to empower your business with accuracy, efficiency, and confidence.

Key Features of IntelliBid:

	Largest Customizable Industry Database Available: IntelliBid’s robust items and pre-built assemblies database simplifies the takeoff process, ensuring precision in every estimate, whether for standard electrical work, intricate low voltage systems, comprehensive datacom projects, or innovative solar installations.
	Material Price Updates: IntelliBid integrates with NetPricer, EPIC, and TRASER pricing services for easy and accurate price updates. Import your own pricing via spreadsheet too.
	Auto-Labor Factoring: Take the guesswork out of calculating labor for a job with IntelliBid’s Automatic Labor Factoring feature.
	Available in 3 editions: Standard, Plus, and Pro.


Learn More 
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			Enhance Your IntelliBid Experience
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			SureCount Takeoff Software

Count & measure from electronic drawing files; Direct takeoff to IntelliBid.

Learn More 
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			Conest Connect Reporting Software

A powerful reporting add-on tool for IntelliBid that allows users to report and analyze their estimating data in IntelliBid.

Learn More 
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			CE Cloud Platform Software

Use Conest software on the cloud. IntelliBid, SureCount, and Conest Connect from anywhere, on any device.

Learn More 
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			Top Five Features in IntelliBid

IntelliBid Estimating Software – Using the right electrical estimating software makes it possible for you to consistently produce estimates that are labor and material efficient, keeping overhead in check and maximizing profit.

This video introduces the top five features of IntelliBid, including:

	The Largest Modern Items & Assemblies Database of Any Electrical Estimating Software
	Auto-Labor Factoring
	Material Price Updates via NetPricer®, EPIC®, and TRA-SER®
	Powerful Built-In Reports
	Phase Breakdown


View Video 


		
 
	
 










	
		
			Why Choose Conest Software?
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			Local and Cloud Solutions

Offering flexible options to cater to different needs, Conest Software provides both on-premises and cloud-based software solutions. This versatility allows electrical, low voltage, datacom, and solar contractors to choose the deployment method that best suits their requirements, ensuring seamless integration with their existing infrastructure.
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			Industry Leaders

With 30+ years of experience and a strong track record, Conest Software has established itself as the leading provider of electrical estimating software. Innovative solutions and commitment to staying ahead of industry trends makes Conest a trusted choice for electrical contractors looking to optimize their estimates and operations.
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			Largest Industry Database

Conest Software maintains the largest cutting-edge industry database that is designed specifically for electrical, low voltage, and datacom. This ensures that our customers have access to the most accurate and relevant items and powerful assemblies, enabling users to create accurate estimates for any job, fast.
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			High Quality Support

Conest Software prioritizes customer satisfaction by providing exceptional technical support services. Our dedicated team of experts ensures prompt and reliable assistance, resolving issues efficiently and effectively, resulting in a seamless user experience.
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			Integrative Software Ecosystem

Conest offers a comprehensive suite of electrical estimating, takeoff, and reporting software solutions that seamlessly integrate with each other, creating an ecosystem that streamlines workflows and enhances productivity. Our applications enable efficient workflows that allow users to save an incredible amount of time and win more bids.
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			Trusted by Top Companies

Conest Software has earned the trust of some of the industry’s leading electrical contracting companies. Our proven track record of delivering reliable and effective estimating and takeoff solutions, coupled with positive testimonials from top-tier clients, reinforces our reputation as a trusted partner in the field.


		
 
	
 





	
		
			We Work With Top Contractors
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			Customer Testimonials
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"I have been a Conest user since 1990 and love the program. It is in my opinion a very robust program and by far the most complete electrical estimating program in the industry... As an estimating consultant and trainer we have every program out there and I say it every day to our students, try Conest for free in our lab, you won’t be disappointed." 
										 
										—  MARC CANDELS; CANDELS 
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"[SureCount] works really great for us. After the takeoffs are done, we send them to our printer to have full color prints made which are very clean and easy to read. We can export the counts to excel and link them to our own bidding excel bidding system. We were impressed with the [Conest] folks out of the gate - they had videos showing the different features making it easy to understand & the support team is EXCELLENT!" 
										 
										—  JOANNA, SOFTWARE ADVICE 
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"The flexibility to create assemblies catered to the way I estimate is the best feature for my method developed over the last 50+ years. Adding items to the database is a feature I appreciate and it appears there might be an unlimited amount of data that could be added." 
										 
										—  LARRY; SOFTWARE ADVICE 
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"Whenever I have a question regarding Conest, your staff has gone over and beyond to help with whatever obstacles I have encountered. I deal a lot with Dan Lampkin. He’s always been professional and has explained what I needed to know in great detail. Very satisfied with the Conest staff." 
										 
										— ROGER ADKINS; PRITCHARD ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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"I have been very impressed with you guys when it comes to support, top notch for sure." 
										 
										— CHUCK BROWING; ENERGY SYSTEMS SOUTHEAST LLC 
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"Your people are OUTSTANDING! I don’t believe anyone else in the business can, or will, match the level of support and sincere effort to help their customers that Conest folks have demonstrated to us. Thank you for all you do." 
										 
										— MIKE MELTON 
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“…there is a lot of repeatability associated with the type of bidding I’m doing…the great thing about IntelliBid is that I can change a few numbers, update pricing and move on to the next one. My turnaround time in terms of estimates is really fast.” 
										 
										— FRED WARREN 
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“Having had some experience in using computer based estimating systems, I was able to pick up ConEst quite easily on my own. I would say that recently having used it for a $14 million bid is a pretty good testament to that fact.” 
										 
										— JAMES F. TREMBLEY 
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“I cannot say enough good things about your support staff. I have never had a bad experience dealing with them. They are always professional, knowledgeable and totally supportive during (our) times of crisis.” 
										 
										— LARRY KAPLAN 
																
					
					
				
				
			
			

View More Testimonials 
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March 7, 2024JDM Technology Group Expands Construction Software Offering Acquiring Penta Technologies and STRUXI
JDM Technology Group has acquired Penta Technologies and STRUXI....
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March 4, 2024Cost Analysis in Electrical Contracting: Mastering Material and Labor Cost Variations
A detailed exploration offers insights into the nuances of understanding and adeptly handling cost variations in electrical contracting....
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February 16, 2024Happy Presidents’ Day from Conest Software
Offices and will be closed on Monday, February 19, 2024 to celebrate President's Day. Support will remain open....
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			Get Started Today

Scalable, integrated software for electrical, low-voltage, datacom, and solar construction business management

Request a Demo 

Contact Us 


		
 
	
 










	
		
			


Support

Phone, email, and remote login provide convenient options for quick answers to your technical questions

Get Support 



		

	





	
		
			


Training

Conest has several training options available to create a more customized learning experience

View Classes 



		

	





	
		
			


Legal

End User License Agreement (EULA) and Maintenance and Support Agreement documents

View Docs 
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			Subscribe to Our Mailing List

Do you want exclusive news, updates, promotions, tips, and more from Conest?

Sign up to our mailing list and you’ll receive them before anyone else.
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         We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
Cookie SettingsAccept


Manage consent

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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